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Abstract. We present the true stages machinery and illustrate its applica-
tions to descriptive set theory. We use this machinery to provide new proofs

of the Hausdorff-Kuratowski and Wadge theorems on the structure of ∆0
ξ ,

Louveau and Saint-Raymond’s separation theorem, and Louveau’s separation

theorem.

1. Introduction

Ever since Mostowski [Mos47] and Addison [Add59] observed the connections
between Kleene’s work on computability and the hyperarithmetic hierarchy [Kle43,
Kle55a] and Lusin and Souslin’s study of Borel and analytic sets [Lus17, Sus17], ef-
fective methods have been widely utilised in descriptive set theory. The computable
theory gives alternative proofs of classical arguments, for example Addison’s proof
of Kondo’s co-analytic uniformisation [Kon38], Sack’s proof of the measurability
of analytic sets (see [Sac90, Lem.II.6.2]), or Solovay’s effectivised Galvin-Prikry
theorem [Sol78]. More recently, effective tools were used for the E0-dichotomy for
Borel equivalence relations (Harrington, Kechris and Louveau [HKL90]) and theG0-
dichotomy for Borel graph colourings (Kechris, Solecki and Todorcevic [KST99]).
Perhaps the most prominent interaction of the effective and classical hierarchies ap-
pear in Louveau’s separation theorem [Lou80], and other work of Loueveau, Saint-
Raymond and Debs [LSR87, LSR88, Deb87].

Beyond the basic understanding of the hyperarithmetic hierarchy as a refinement
of the Borel one, a number of tools involving computability theory have been used
in these studies, for instance computability on admissible sets, and the Gandy-
Harrington topology. However, the most unique and central technique of com-
putability, the priority method initiated by Friedberg [Fri57] and Muchnik [Muč56],
appeared to have limited application to questions of set theory. Martin’s original
proof of Borel determinacy [Mar75] had a finite-injury aspect to it; recent work by
Lecomte and Zeleny [LZ14] involves an infinite-injury argument. These appeared
to be isolated incidents.

This changed very recently, first with work of Day, Downey and Westrick study-
ing topological degrees of discontinuous functions [DDW], and then with Day and
Marks’s resolution of the decomposability conjecture [DM]. Both of these used it-
erated priority arguments, in particular, as formulated by Montalbán’s true stages
machinery.

Iterated priority arguments originated in works of Harrington (unpublished, see
[Kni90a, Kni90b]) and Ash ([Ash86], see [AK00]) in computable structure theory.
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These are complex priority arguments whose iterated nature reflects the hyperarith-
metic hierarchy. They are used to construct computable objects while satisfying
some ordinal-height system of requirements and guessing at non-computable infor-
mation. The idea is to break such a construction down into smaller, more tractable
pieces. A typical application is the Ash-Watnick theorem [Ash90], which states
that if δ is a computable ordinal and L is a ∆0

2δ`1 linear ordering, then Zδ ¨ L has
a computable copy. Here we guess at what L is, while building approximations to
an iteration (of length δ) of the Hausdorff derivative of our copy of Zδ ¨L. Another
style of iterated priority arguments has been formulated by Lempp and Lerman
[LL97, Ler10], who use sequences of trees of strategies to unfold complicated re-
quirements.

Montalbán [Mon14] extended Ash’s metatheorem and presented it in a dy-
namic way, using the concept of true stages. This concept generalises Dekker’s
non-deficiency stages, those which provide a correct approximation of the halting
problem. Perhaps surprisingly, using a relativised version, true stages turn out to
also be of use in constructing functions on Baire space and other Polish spaces, as
was demonstrated by Day, Downey and Westrick, and Day and Marks. In some
sense, however, the history of such applications goes back several decades: Louveau
and Saint-Raymond developed a techinque called the ramification method to prove
Borel Wadge determinacy [LSR87, LSR88]. An examination of this technique re-
veals that it is fundamentally a “worker argument”, Harrington’s formulation of his
iterated priority arguments.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the general true stages machinery and
illustrate its applications to descriptive set theory by providing new proofs of several
results. We start with results which do not actually require a priority argument,
but for which the machinery gives smooth proofs regardless: we discuss changes of
topology, the Hausdorff-Kuratowski theorem on the structure of ∆0

ξ`1, and Wadge’s

theorem on the structure of ∆0
λ, for λ limit. We then show how to use true stages

for a priority argument, and give a proof of Louveau’s separation theorem.
These studies have applications to reverse mathematics. The question of the

axiomatic strength of results in descriptive set theory was raised by Louveau and
Saint-Raymond. In [LSR88] they showed that Borel Wadge determinacy is provable
in second-order arithmetic. This was quite surprising, since the most straightfor-
ward proof relies on Borel determinacy, which is known to require strong axioms
[Fri71]; and since Π1

1 Wadge determinacy was known to be equivalent to full Π1
1

determinacy (Harrington [Har78]); the same holds for Π1
2 (Hjorth [Hjo96]). The

ramification method allowed Louveau and Saint-Raymond to avoid the reliance on
Borel determinacy and rather, reduce the Borel Wadge games to closed games.
Similarly, the standard proof of Louveau’s separation theorem uses the Gandy-
Harrington topology, and can be carried out using the Π1

1-comprehension axiom
system. Our proof shows that in fact, the weaker system ATR0 (arithmetical trans-
finite recursion) suffices.

This paper is intended as one of a pair. In the companion paper [DGHTT], we
give a new and effective classification of all Borel Wadge classes, using the true
stages machinery. A corollary is a proof of Borel Wadge determinacy in ATR0`Σ1

1-
IND. One of the steps is a proof of the Louveau and Saint-Raymond separation
theorem [LSR87] for all Borel Wadge classes. In the current paper we give the
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simpler argument, for the classes Σ0
ξ , from which we derive the Louveau separation

theorem.

1.1. A note on subscripts. In the hyperarithmetic hierarchy, statements about
the finite levels of the hierarchy often have an “off by one” error when generalized
to the infinite levels. This is illustrated by (and can be viewed as originating from)
the following pair of results:

Proposition 1.1 (Post [Pos48]). For n ă ω and a set X Ď ω, X ďT H
pnq if and

only if X P ∆0
n`1.

Proposition 1.2 (Ash, see [AK00]). For ω ď α ă ωck
1 and a set X Ď ω, X ďT

Hpαq if and only if X P ∆0
α.

Observe that the subscript in the first result contains “`1”, while the subscript
in the second does not. Ultimately, this comes down to the fact that computable
corresponds to ∆0

1 rather than ∆0
0. Similarly, the class of open sets is denoted Σ0

1

rather than Σ0
0, which contrasts, for example with the Baire hierarchy of Borel

functions. This can be unified, however, by making use of 1 ` α. Note that for
α ă ω, 1` α “ α` 1, while for α ě ω, 1` α “ α. Thus the following holds:

Proposition 1.3. For α ă ωck
1 and a set X Ď ω, X ďT Hpαq if and only if

X P ∆0
1`α.

We will make extensive use of this device, generally in the subscripts of ∆’s
and Σ’s.

2. Change of topology and true Stages

A commonly used technique in descriptive set theory is the enrichment of the
topology of a Polish space. For simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves in this paper
to Baire space N “ ωω. The following is a version of [Kec95, Thm.13.1]:

Proposition 2.1. If A Ď N is Borel, then there is a Polish topology on N , ex-
tending the standard one, and which has the same Borel sets, in which A is open.

The proof given in [Kec95] is direct, by induction on the Borel rank of A. Al-
ternatively, it can be deduced from a characterisation of classes of Borel sets in
terms of generalised homeomorphisms, due to Kuratowski [Kur33] and Sierpiński
[Sie33]. Recall that a function f : Y Ñ X between Polish spaces is Σ0

ξ-measurable if

f´1rU s is Σ0
ξ for every open set U Ď X. A function f : N Ñ X is Σ0

ξ`1-measurable

if and only if it is Baire class ξ (see [Kec95, Thm.24.3]). Kuratowski and Sierpiński
essentially showed:

Proposition 2.2. Let ξ ě 1. A set A Ď N is Σ0
ξ if and only if there is a closed

set E Ď N and a bijection f : N Ñ E such that:

(i) f is Σ0
ξ-measurable;

(ii) f´1 is continuous; and
(iii) A “ f´1rBs for some open B Ď N .

For a detailed account see [Wad84, Thm.IV.C.10]. Proposition 2.1 can be di-
rectly deduced from Proposition 2.2 by taking the topology on N which makes f a
homeomorphism between N and E; we know that a closed subset of N is Polish.
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An effective proof of Proposition 2.2 was observed by A. Marks. For any x P N
and ordinal α ă ωx1 (i.e., x computes a copy of α), we let xpαq denote the the
iteration of the Turing jump operator (the relativised halting problem) along α,
starting with x. Spector showed [Spe55] that the Turing degree of xpαq does not
depend on the presentation of α as an x-computable well-ordering. The degree of
xpαq is Turing complete for the ∆0

1`αpxq sets. Under standard definitions, txpαq :
x P N u is a Π0

2 subset of Cantor space. It can, however, be pulled back to a Π0
1

subset of Baire space: for each x, xpαq is a Π0
2pxq singleton, and each Π0

2pxq singleton
in Cantor space is Turing equivalent to a Π0

1pxq singleton in Baire space. This is
all uniform in x. After this renaming, the function x ÞÑ xpαq is Σ0

1`α-measurable
with closed image and continuous inverse, and the following holds:

Proposition 2.3. Let α ă ωck
1 . A set A Ď N is Σ0

1`α if and only if there is a Σ0
1

set V Ď N such that A “
 

x : xpαq P V
(

.

The relativised jump functions x ÞÑ px, zqpαq are universal: a function f : N Ñ X
is Σ0

1`α-measurable if and only if there is some oracle (parameter) z and some

continuous funciton g : N Ñ X such that fpxq “ gppx, zqpαqq. Thus, Proposition 2.2
can be deduced from its effective version Proposition 2.3. We can also deduce an
effective version of Proposition 2.1. For every oracle z and every α ă ωz1 , let the
pz, αq-topology on N be the topology generated by the Σ0

1`αpzq sets. It extends the
standard topology on N , and has the same Borel sets. Proposition 2.3 implies the
following, which in turn implies Proposition 2.1:

Proposition 2.4. For every z and every α ă ωz1 , the pz, αq-topology is Polish.

2.1. Enter true stages. Baire space is the set of infinite paths through the tree
pωăω,ďq. A metric witnessing that N is Polish is derived from the tree: dpx, yq “
2´|σ|, where σ is the greatest common initial segment of x and y on the tree. Our
first application of the true stages machinery will be an extension of this idea to
the pz, αq-topology in an internally coherent fashion. For simplicity of notation, we
state the unrelativised version (z “ H).

The true stages machinery provides, for each computable ordinal α ă ωck
1 , a

partial ordering ďα on ωďω with a variety of useful properties. We will list the
properties that we will need as they become relevant. We start with the following
four.

TSP(1): For σ, τ P ωďω, σ ďα τ implies σ ď τ . For α “ 0, σ ď0 τ ðñ σ ď τ .
TSP(2): pωďω,ďαq is a tree: for all τ P ωďω, tσ : σ ďα τu is linearly ordered; the

root of the tree is xy (the empty sequence).
TSP(3): For every x P N , tσ P ωăω : σ ăα xu is the unique infinite path of the

restriction of ďα to tσ P ωăω : σ ă xu.
TSP(4): A set A Ď N is Σ0

1`α if and only if there is a c.e. set U Ď ωăω such that

A “ rU săα “ tx P N : pDσ P Uq σ ăα xu .

Proposition 2.4 for z “ H follows: we let dαpx, yq “ 2´|σ|, where σ is the longest
string satisfying σ ăα x, y. The open sets of the pH, αq-topology are precisely the
sets rU săα for any U Ď ωăω. TSP(1) implies that this generalises the usual topology.
In general, for each oracle z, we can relativise the machinery to z and obtain, for
each α ă ωz1 , a partial ordering ďz

α with the same properties, except that in TSP(4)
we replace c.e. by z-c.e. and Σ0

1`α by Σ0
1`αpzq.
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As this is an expository paper, we will relegate to the companion paper [DGHTT]
the details of the construction of these partial orderings and the verification of their
properties. Montalbán first developed his true stages machinery in [Mon14], based
on his work with Marcone in [MM11] on the Veblen functions and the iterated
Turing jump. Greenberg and Turetsky then gave an alternative development in
[GT]. Both of these were restricted to x “ 08. Day, Downey and Westrick, and
Greenberg and Turetsky independently observed that both of these versions can be
extended to all of Baire space.

Let us informally describe the main ideas. The relations ďα are defined by
recursion on α: we first need to define ďβ for all β ă α. To make the construction
work, these relations need to be internally coherent, for example, they are nested
and continuous:

TSP(5): If α ď β, then σ ďβ τ implies σ ďα τ ;
TSP(6): If λ is a limit ordinal, then σ ďλ τ if and only if for all α ă λ, σ ďα τ .

The idea is to define, for each finite sequence σ, a finite sequence σpαq, which is
σ’s guess of an initial segment of the α-jump of infinite sequences x extending σ.
This guess is independent of the choice of x ą σ. The guess may be correct for
some choices of x and incorrect for others. Roughly, we let σ ăα x if σpαq ă xpαq,
i.e., when σ’s guess is correct for x; we say that such a σ is an α-true initial segment
of x. One of the main ideas, though, is the extension of this relation to a relation
between two finite sequences σ ď τ . Again, the idea is to let σ ďα τ if σpαq ď τ pαq:
the guesses of σ and τ about the α-jump do not contradict each other. We say
that σ appears to be α-true to τ . The terminology “true stage” comes from the
application to computable constructions, as we discuss below. The idea is that in an
x-computable construction, xæ s is the stage s information we have, and pxæ sqpαq

is our stage s guess about xpαq; s is an px, αq-true stage if xæs ăα x.
This definition of ďα is not quite right. It needs to be modified in order to deal

with limit ordinals. In this sketch we will ignore this modification; the definition
σ ďα τ ðñ σpαq ď τ pαq conveys the main idea. The nested condition TSP(5)
results from the fact that since the Turing jump operator is defined by recursion
on the ordinal, in order to compute σpβq, we need to first, in some sense, compute
σpαq for all α ă β. TSP(6) reflects the fact that xpλq is Turing equivalent to the
infinite join

À

αăλ x
pαq.

The main difference between the developments in [Mon14] and [GT] is that the
former first defines the strings σpαq and then modifies the resulting relations ďα,
whereas the latter gives a simultaneous inductive definition of both σpαq and ďα.

A single step. Here we sketch out a single step, i.e., the construction of σpα`1q from
σpαq. The reader not interested in peeking under the hood may safely skip down
to TSP(7).

For each x and α, xpα`1q is an element of Baire space which is Turing equivalent
to pxpαqq1, the halting problem relative to xpαq. Fix a universal oracle Turing ma-
chine M which enumerates the jump: for all x and e, e P x1 if and only if MxpeqÓ,
i.e., the machine M with oracle x halts on input e. For a finite σ, we let σ1 be
the collection of e such that Mσ

|σ|peqÓ, i.e., those e for which the machine M , with

oracle σ, halts on input e in at most |σ| many steps.
For each finite sequence σ P ωăω, the sequence σpα`1q will encode a finite initial

segment of pσpαqq1: for some pαpσq P N, for all e ă pαpσq, σ
pα`1q tells us whether
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e P pσpαqq1 or not. The idea is the following: if e P pσpαqq1 then σ can be confident
that e is in the jump – for all infinite x, if σ ăα x then e P pxpαqq1. For e ă pαpσq
such that e R pσpαqq1, σ is sufficiently brave to declare that e R pxpαqq1 for x ąα σ; it
may be correct about some such x’s, but not about others. For e ě pαpσq, σ makes
no commitment about pxpαqq1peq.

If σ ăα τ , then as σpαq ď τ pαq, we have pσpαqq1 Ď pτ pαqq1: if the machine M with
oracle σpαq halts on e in at most |σpαq| many steps, then this also holds when the
oracle is extended to τ pαq (and more steps are allowed). We let σ ďα`1 τ if σ ăα τ
and τ has no proof that σ was wrong about pσpαqq1 æpαpσq: if for all e ă pαpσq, if
e R pσpαqq1 then also e R pτ pαqq1.

Fixing x P N , our goal is to ensure, for each α, that:

(˚): xpαq “
Ť
 

σpαq : σ ăα x
(

.

That is, there are infinitely many α-true initial segments of x, and as they get longer,
they give us more and more information about xpαq. Suppose that (˚) is known for
some α. To ensure that (˚) also holds for α ` 1, we need to define pαpσq wisely.
The main idea is that of the “non-definciency stages” of Dekker, in his construction
of a hypersimple set in every c.e. degree [Dek54]. We fix a enumerations of the
jump sets σ1 so that if σ ď τ then the enumeration of τ 1 extends that of σ1; and
we let pαpσq be the last number enumerated into pσpαqq1. So σ observes that the
number p “ pαpσq has just entered pσpαqq1; it thinks that no smaller numbers will
enter the jump later, but is not willing to give an opinion about larger ones. To
verify (˚), for any σ ăα x, let k be the least element of pxpαqq1zpσpαqq1. By (˚) for α,
for sufficiently long τ ăα x we have k P pτ pαqq1; the least such τ will have k “ pαpτq
and so τ ăα`1 x.

While the actual details are a little different, we can now state another important
property of the true stages machinery:

TSP(7): There are functions pα : ωăω Ñ N such that for all σ, τ P ωăω, σ ăα`1 τ
if and only if σ ăα τ and for all finite ρ satisfying σ ăα ρ ďα τ we have
pαpρq ě pαpσq.

(˚) can also explain TSP(4); we give a sketch.

Sketch of derivation of TSP(4): In one direction, let A be Σ0
1`α; let V be given by

Proposition 2.3. There is a c.e. set of strings V0, closed under taking extensions,
that generates V as an open set. By (˚), U “

 

σ P ωăω : σpαq P V0

(

is as required

for TSP(4). In the other direction, for each x, tσ : σ ăα xu is xpαq-computable,
uniformly in x. That is, there is some ∆0

1 set W Ă ωăωˆN such that σ ăα x ðñ

pσ, xpαqq PW . Proposition 2.3 then implies that rσsăα is ∆0
1`α, uniformly in σ. We

mention that we have implicitly used TSP(8), stated below. We also remark that
TSP(4) is uniform: we can effectively pass from Σ0

1`α indices of A to c.e. indices
of U . �

What we have not discussed so far is how to ensure that (˚) holds for limit
ordinals α. This is, in fact, the most difficult aspect of the construction of the true
stages machinery. In [GT], this is solved by the particular encoding of the iterated
jumps into σpαq; a kind of diagonal intersection argument is used. We will further
discuss limit levels in the next section.

For a final remark, we observe that like the set xpαq (and unlike its Turing degree),
the partial orderings ďα actually depend on the choice of a computablewell-ordering
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of N of order-type α. For this reason, we cannot define ďα in a way which will satisfy
TSP(5),TSP(6) and other nice properties for all computable ordinals at once. In
[GT], this obstacle is overcome by an overspill argument, in which the true stages
machinery is applied to a pseudo ordinal δ˚ ą ωck

1 . The price to pay then is having
to ensure that these pseudo ordinals do not interfere with the intended construction.

Iterated priority arguments. In order to apply true stages to iterated priority argu-
ments, which are computable constructions, we require:

TSP(8): The restriction of the relations ďα to ωăω (i.e., to finite sequences) is
computable. So is the map σ ÞÑ σpαq for finite σ, and the function pα
of TSP(7).

Note that in contrast, for each infinite x, the relation σ ăα x is ∆0
1`αpxq, and

cannot be any simpler.

TSP(8) allows us to use the guesses σpαq during a computable construction, and
also observe, at every stage t ă ω, the opinion at stage t about the α-truth of
previous stages.

Let us sketch how this is used in computable structure theory. As was our
description of the development of the true stages machinery, this will be a very
rough sketch, and it will not be essential for the remainder of the paper. Here
we construct a single computable structure, so we apply the true stages machinery
(as it was originally devised) to x “ 08. For s, t ď ω, we write s ďα t to denote
0s ďα 0t, and say that s appears to be α-true at t; when t “ ω, we say that s is
α-true.

Let δ be a computable ordinal. Suppose that we wish to construct a com-
putable structure M and at the same time encode some Hpδq-computable infor-
mation into the the computable Π0

δ-diagram of M (the relations on M defined by
the computable @δ-fragment of Lω1,ω in the language of M). For example, in the

Ash-Watnick theorem mentioned above, we are given a Hp2δq-computable linear
ordering L, and we need to construct a linear ordering M of order-type Zα ¨ L;
the Π0

2δ relation that interests us is whether two elements of M are in the same
copy of Zδ, i.e., whether they are identified after applying the Hausdorff derivative
(identify points which are finitely far apart) δ many times.1

During the construction, at each stage s ă ω, we construct not only a finite
substructure Ms of the intended computable structure M “ Mω, but also an

approximation Dδ
s of the Π0

δ diagram of M. We use our guess H
pδq
s “ p0sqpδq

of Hpδq to determine which statements to include in Dδ
s .

We require that Ms Ď Mt when s ď t. Since the construction is computable,
the sequence xMsy is computable, and so M “ Mω “

Ť

sMs is a computable
structure, as required. Further, and this is the key point, we ensure that for s ďδ t,
Dδ
s Ď Dδ

t . What is useful to us at the end is that when s ăδ ω (s is a δ-true stage),
Dδ
s Ă Dδ

ω, the latter being the true Π0
δ-diagram of M “Mω. For such s, the choices

we make for Dδ
s are correct, since our guess H

pδq
s about Hpδq is correct. Further,

1The ordinal 2δ is not quite correct; for δ ě ω we need Hp2δ`1q to compute the iteration
of the Hausdorff derivative of length δ. A modification of the true stages machinery is needed
to overcome this problem, so that for levels α ě ω, the α-true stages actually compute Hpα`1q

rather than just Hpαq. This is done while maintaining TSP(6). The modification is undesirable
for applications to descriptive set theory, as it makes TSP(4) fail at limit levels. Technically, the
modification does not have TSP(9) stated below.
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since Hpδq “
Ť

tH
pδq
s : s ăδ ωu (every δ-correct piece of information is eventually

revealed at δ-true stages), we get Dδ
ω “

Ť

tDδ
s : s ăδ ωu. That is, every Π0

δ fact is
eventually correctly decided on the δ-true stages. Note that the entire construction

is computable: the map s ÞÑ H
pδq
s , and so the map s ÞÑ Dδ

s , are computable. The
reason that Dδ

ω is not computable is that ts : s ăδ ωu is not computable; the
complexity is encoded in the set of δ-true stages. Since that set is not computable,
we need to ensure that Dδ

s Ď Dδ
t when s ďδ t, even if s is not δ-true.

One might wonder how we ensure that
Ť
 

Dδ
s : s ăδ ω

(

is in fact the Π0
δ-diagram

of M. For example, at δ-true stages of the Ash-Watnick construction, we may
declare that two elements a and b of M are in the same copy of Zδ (or not). How
do we ensure that this declaration is in fact correct in the structure M? Note that
at each stage s, Ms is a finite linear ordering, so the declaration at that stage is just
that: a declaration of intention, a promise about how the structure will be built
from now on. For this purpose, we in fact not only make promises about the Π0

δ-
diagram, but for all α ď δ, we give an approximation Dα

s of the Π0
α-diagram of M.

In the Ash-Watnick example, at level 2α we declare which points are identified
after α many iterations of the Hausdorff derivative; at level 2α ` 1 we decide the
successor relation on the αth-derivative ordering. Each Dα

s is decided based on the

approximation H
pαq
s of Hpαq. The Π0

α`1-diagram of a structure can be recovered
from the Π0

α-diagram; at every stage s, we build Dα
s so that Dα`1

s is consistent with
the diagram recovered in this fashion from Dα

s . We then let Dα
ω “

Ť

tDα
s : s ăα ωu,

and inductively show that Dα
ω is indeed the correct diagram at its level. (We are

eliding how limit levels are dealt with.)
The overall resulting requirement for the construction is: for all α ď δ, if s ďα t

then Dα
s Ď Dα

t . (The requirement Ms Ď Mt is incorporated into this, as D0
s is

essentially the atomic diagram of Ms; and s ď0 t iff s ď t.) As ďα`1 branches
more than ďα, we will sometimes have the following scenario: r ăα s ăα t with
r ăα`1 t and s ăα`1 t. Then we must have Dα

r Ď Dα
s Ď Dα

t ; however Dα
s was built

to support Dα`1
s , and it may be that Dα`1

s Ę Dα`1
t . So our construction must be

such that our work for level α at stage s can be folded into our work at stage t.
Arguing this is generally the main labor for a true stages priority argument. One
advantage we have is the following property, denoted p♣q by Montalbán:

(♣) If σ0 ďα σ1 ďα σ2 and σ0 ďα`1 σ2, then σ0 ďα`1 σ1.

In our scenario, it follows that r ăα`1 s, and so Dα`1
r Ď Dα`1

s , so the work for α
at stage s at least was not violating Dα`1

r . The property (♣) follows immediately

from TSP(7). Informally, if σ
pαq
0 ď σ

pαq
1 ď σ

pαq
2 , and σ2 has no evidence that σ0

was wrong about pσ
pαq
0 q1, then σ1 cannot have any such evidence either.

3. Analysis of the ambiguous Borel classes

In this section we show how the true stages machinery allows us to give intuitive
proofs of two theorems analysing the structure of the classes ∆0

ξ , in terms of how
they are built from lower-level classes. For successor ξ, the Hausdorff-Kuratowski
theorem gives an answer in terms of the Hausdorff difference hierarchy. For limit ξ,
Wadge gave an answer involving iterated partitioned unions.

3.1. The Hausdorff-Kuratowski theorem. The Hausdorff difference hierarchy
(sometimes also named after Lavrentiev) is a transfinite extension of a hierarchy of
finite Boolean operations.
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Definition 3.1. Let Γ be a boldface pointclass and let η ě 1 be a countable
ordinal. We let DηpΓq be the class of all sets of the form

A “
ď

!

pAiz
ď

jăi

Ajq : i ă η & paritypiq ‰ paritypηq
)

where xAiyiăη is an increasing sequence of sets from Γ.

Thus, D1pΓq “ Γ, Dη`1pΓq is the collection of sets of the form AzB where
A P Γ and B P DηpΓq, and for limit η, DηpΓq is the collection of sets of the form
Ť

iăηpA2i`1zA2iq where xAiyαăη is as in the definition.

We similarly define DηpΓq for lightface pointclasses; here we require that the
sequence xAiy be uniformly in Γ. As with the relations ăα, the class will actually
depend on the choice of a computable copy of η. The computability-theoretic
analogue of the Hausdorff difference hierarchy is the Ershov hierarchy [Ers68], which
has the same definition, where Γ is the class of c.e. subsets of N. Ershov used the
notation Σ´1

η for DηpΣ
0
1pNqq.

Hausdorff [Hau49, VIII.4] showed that ∆0
2 “

Ť

ηăω1
DηpΣ

0
1q; Kuratowski [Kur66,

37.III] then used Proposition 2.2 to prove:

Theorem 3.2 (Hausdorff-Kuratowski). For all 1 ď ξ ă ω1,

∆0
ξ`1 “

ď

ηăω1

DηpΣ
0
ξq.

See also [Kec95, Thm.22.27]. The following effective version of the Hausdorff-
Kuratwoski theorem implies Theorem 3.2 by relativising to an oracle.

Theorem 3.3. For all computable ξ ě 1,

∆0
ξ`1 “

ď

ηăωck
1

DηpΣ
0
ξq.

Remark 3.4. The effective version of Hausdorff’s theorem (Theorem 3.3 for ξ “ 1)
was proved by Ershov for subsets of N and by Selivanov [Sel03] for subsets of N ;
see also [Pau15]. We remark again, however, that the lightface class DηpΓq heavily
depends on the particular choice of computable copy of η. The theorem says that for
every ∆0

ξ`1 set A there is some computable well-ordering R such that A P DRpΣ
0
ξq.

For subsets of N, the situation is particularly dire; Ershov showed that every ∆0
2

subset of N is in DRpΣ
0
1q for some computable copy R of ω. The complexity of a set

A P ∆0
2 is coded into this copy of ω, rather than the sequence of sets xAiyiăω; the

copy of ω may be a “bad copy”, in which the successor relation is not computable.
For subsets of Baire space, topological considerations preclude such an anomaly,

as the hierarchy of classes DηpΣ
0
ξq is proper, and this is witnessed by lightface

sets. Still, the classes DηpΣ
0
ξq are not as robust as the boldface ones. Louveau

and Saint-Raymond’s work in [LSR88] implies a weakening of Theorem 3.3 which
is robust:

∆0
ξ`1p∆

1
1q “

ď

ηăωck
1

DηpΣ
0
ξqp∆

1
1q,

where for a class Γ we let Γp∆1
1q “

Ť

zP∆1
1

Γpzq. The class DηpΣ
0
ξqp∆

1
1q depends

only on the ordinal η and not on the choice of a ∆1
1 copy of η; this is because any

two ∆1
1 copies of η are isomorphic by a ∆1

1 isomorphism.
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The standard definitions of the Borel classes Σ0
ξ and ∆0

ξ , as well as Definition 3.1,
are, in the parlance of computability theory, static: sets in these classes are char-
acterised by Boolean operations. Property TSP(4) of the true stages machinery
allows us to view membership in a Σ0

1`α set as the result of a dynamic process:
to determine whether x P A, we search over the finite sequences σ ăα x, and we
declare “yes” when we find such σ enumerated into U .

For the ambiguous classes, the prototypical dynamic decision process is given
by Shoenfield’s “limit lemma” [Sho59], which states that a function F : N Ñ N
is ∆0

2 (equivalently, computable from the halting problem H1) if and only if it
has a computable approximation: a computable function f : N2 Ñ N such that for
all n, F pnq “ lims fpn, sq, the limit taken with respect to the discrete topology
on N. That is, for all n, for all but finitely many s, F pnq “ fpn, sq. Each function
n ÞÑ fpn, sq is the “stage s guess” of the values of F .

This can be extended to subsets of Baire space: a computable approximation
of a function F : N Ñ N is a computable function f : ωăω Ñ N such that for all
x P N , for all but finitely many σ ă x, we have F pxq “ fpσq. That is, the sequence
fpx æ 0q, fpx æ 1q, . . . approximates F pxq in the sense of Shoenfield. Shoenfield’s
limit lemma relativises uniformly, and so it shows that a function F : N Ñ N has
a computable approximation if and only if it is ∆0

2-measurable. Using true stages,
we can extend this further up the Borel hierarchy.

Definition 3.5. Let F : N Ñ N and let α ă ωck
1 . An α-approximation of F is a

function f : ωăω Ñ N such that for all x P N ,

F pxq “ lim
σăαx

fpσq

(in the sense that for all but finitely many σ ăα x we have F pxq “ fpσq).

The α-analogue of Shoenfield’s limit lemma is the following. Recall that for a
lightface class Γ, a function F : N Ñ N is Γ-measurable if the sets F´1tnu are in Γ,
uniformly in n.

Proposition 3.6. A function F : N Ñ N is ∆0
1`α`1-measurable if and only if it

has a computable α-approximation.

Proof. In one direction, let f be a computable α-approximation of F . For σ P ωăω,
let |σ|α denote the height of σ in the tree pωăω,ďα`1q. For n, k ă ω, let

An,k “
ď

trσsα : fpσq “ n & |σ|α “ ku.

These sets are uniformly Σ0
1`α. For each k, tAn,k : n ă ωu partitions N , so the

sets An,k are in fact uniformly ∆0
1`α, so for all m,

Ş

kěmAn,k is Π0
1`α (again,

uniformly). Now for all n, F pxq “ n if and only if x P An,k for all but finitely
many k, so F is Σ0

1`α`1-measurable, which implies that it is ∆0
1`α`1-measurable.

In the other direction, suppose that F : N Ñ N is ∆0
1`α`1-measurable. By

TSP(4), which applies uniformly, there are uniformly c.e. sets Un Ď ωăω such that
for all x P N , F pxq “ n if and only if x P rUns

ă
α`1.

We we may assume that:

(a) the sets Un are upwards closed in pωăω,ďα`1q;
(b) the sets Un are uniformly computable (rather than uniformly c.e.), and

their union
Ť

n Un is computable as well; and
(c) The sets Un are pairwise disjoint.
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This is a standard trick from computability theory, relying on the fact that the
upwards closure of Un in pωăω,ďα`1q generates the same Σ0

1`α`1 set. For each
τ P ωăω, we let s “ |τ |α`1 be the height of τ in the tree pωăω,ďα`1q. We then
declare that τ belongs to the modified Un if n ă s, some σ ďα`1 τ is enumerated
into Un by stage s, and this does not hold for any m ă n.2

Having guaranteed properties (a)–(c) above, we define fpσq “ n for all σ P Un,
and fpσq “ 0 if σ R

Ť

n Un. Property (b) implies that f is computable. We show
that f is an α-approximation of F . Let x P N ; let n “ F pxq. There is some
σ ăα`1 x in Un. Let τ be such that σ ďα τ ăα x. By (♣), σ ďα`1 τ . Since Un is
ďα`1-upwards closed, τ P Un, so fpτq “ n. �

Remark 3.7. Proposition 3.6 is inherently effective. In the language of effective
topology, it says that a function F : N Ñ N has a computable α-approximation
if and only if it is effectively continuous with respect to the pH, α ` 1q-topology.
One could imagine that this is just the effective version of the following: a function
F : N Ñ N has an α-approximation if and only if it is continuous with respect
to the pH, α ` 1q-topology. The proof above gives the right-to-left implication.
However the “easier” direction may fail: if f is an α-approximation of F , then F
is ∆0

1`α`1pfq-measurable; this does not imply pH, α` 1q-continuity.
We note, though, that the proof of Theorem 3.3 only uses the “harder” direction.

Thus, we could use the machinery to give a direct proof of Theorem 3.2 without
passing through Theorem 3.3. This is the path we take with Wadge’s theorem
below.

Toward a proof of Theorem 3.3, we give a dynamic description of the class
DηpΣ

0
1`αq. Let A be the DηpΣ

0
1`αq set defined from the increasing sequence

xAiyiăη. After taking α jumps, the sets Ai can be thought of as being “c.e.”

(TSP(4)). The dynamic process we envision for deciding if x P A is the following.
We start by guessing that x R A. Once we see that x P

Ť

iăη Ai, at each stage s,
we find the least i ă η for which x P Ai, and we guess that x P A if and only if the
paritypiq ‰ paritypηq. In fact, this is a particular kind of an α-approximation.

Proposition 3.8. Let α and η ě 1 be computable ordinals. A set A Ď N is
in DηpΣ

0
1`αq if and only if its characteristic function 1A has a computable α-

approximation f for which is there is a computable “witness” function o : ωăω Ñ
η ` 1 satisfying:

(i) If σ ďα τ then opτq ď opσq;
(ii) If σ ďα τ and fpτq ‰ fpσq then opτq ă opσq;

(iii) If opσq “ η then fpσq “ 0.

This notion of a “witness” for the convergence of an approximation is widely used
for computable approximations of functions F : N Ñ N (see for example [DG20,
Ch.2]). The idea is that the well-foundedness of η` 1 guarantees that the sequence
xfpσqyσăαx

eventually stabilises, i.e., that f indeed α-converges to a limit F . In

2We would imagine that by their property with respect to F , the sets Un are naturally pairwise

disjoint: if σ P UnXUm then F pxq is both n and m for any x P rσsăα`1, which appears impossible.

However, this argument relies on rσsăα`1 being nonempty, which is not necessarily the case. Indeed,

for any β ą 0, the property rσsăβ “ H is Π1
1-complete, so we cannot computably ignore all such

finite sequences σ. However, if, during the computation of Un, we notice that we have σ P UnXUm
for some m ă n, this provides proof that rσsăα`1 “ H, in which case we are free to declare that

it does not belong to Un without harming the desired properties of the sets Un.
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general, the more “mind-changes” the approximation has, the more complicated the
function F can be. The longer η is, the “more room” we have for mind-changes.

Proof. In one direction, let A be a DηpΣ
0
1`αq set; let xAiyiăη be the sequence

of uniformly Σ0
1`α sets used to define A. For uniformity of notation, let Aη “ N ;

Then xAiyiďη is increasing and uniformly Σ0
1`α, and x P A if and only if paritypiq ‰

paritypηq for the least i such that x P Ai.
By TSP(4), let Ui be a sequence of uniformly c.e. subsets of ωăω such that

Ai “ rUis
ă
α . As in the proof of Proposition 3.6, we may assume that the sets Ui

are uniformly computable, and each is upwards closed in pωăω,ďαq. We may take
Uη “ ωăω.

Recall that we are working with a computable copy of η, i.e., a computable well-
ordering ă˚ of N such that pN,ă˚q – η. Let n ÞÑ in be the isomorphism. For
each σ P ωăω, let Opσq “ tηu Y tin : n ă |σ|u (more thematically, we should take
n ă |σ|α, where as above |σ|α is the height of σ in the tree pωăω,ďαq). So Opσq is
a finite subset of η ` 1, the map σ ÞÑ Opσq is computable, Opσq Ď Opτq if σ ďα τ ,
Ť

σăαx
Opσq “ η ` 1 for all x P N , and η P Opσq for all σ.

Define f : ωăω Ñ t0, 1u and o : ωăω Ñ η ` 1 as follows. Given σ P ωăω, let opσq
be the least i P Opσq (in the ordering of η) such that σ P Ui; let fpσq “ 1 if
paritypopσqq ‰ paritypηq, 0 otherwise.

It is not difficult to check that o and f are computable, and that the conditions
(i)–(iii) hold. For each x P N , 1Apxq “ limσăαx fpσq because for almost all σ ăα x
we have opσq “ opxq “ minti ă η : x P Aiu.

In the other direction, let f be an α-computable approximation of the charac-
teristic function 1A of A, with a witnessing function o as described. We would like
to let Ui “ tσ P ωăω : opσq ď iu and Ai “ rU săα . This would work if fpσq “ 1
if and only if paritypopσqq ‰ paritypηq. This, however, is only guaranteed when
opσq “ η (this is condition (iii)). So it remains to show that we can modify o to get
a witness õ : ωăω Ñ η ` 1 satisfying (i)—(iii) and also satisfying fpσq “ 1 if and
only if paritypõpσqq ‰ paritypηq.

This is easily done by setting õpσq to be either opσq or opσq ` 1, the choice
determined by fpσq and the parity of the ordinals. As mentioned, (iii) for o shows
that if opσq “ η then õpσq “ η as well; we never need to choose the value η ` 1.
We need to verify (i) for õ (and then (ii) follows). Suppose that σ ďα τ . Since
opτq ď opσq, we would only have a problem if opτq “ opσq “ i but õpσq “ i ` 1
while õpτq “ i. But this implies that fpσq ‰ fpτq, which is impossible since o
satisfies (ii). �

Remark 3.9. Ershov showed that a function F : N Ñ N is DηpΣ
0
1q-measurable if

and only if it has a computable approximation f with a ă η-witness: a computable
function o : N2 Ñ η such that opn, sq ě opn, tq when t ě s and opn, sq ą opn, tq when
in addition fpn, sq ‰ fpn, tq. Such functions are called η-computably approximable
in [DG20]. In particular, a set A Ď N is in Ershov’s ambiguous class ∆´1

η (i.e., it

is both DηpΣ
0
1q and co-DηpΣ

0
1q) if and only if its characteristic function is η-c.a.

The idea is that for each n, since we know that fpnq is defined, we can wait for
an approximation of one the sets F´1tmu to give us an ordinal below η, and then
start our approximation from that point.

We can similarly define a notion of ană η-witness for a computable α-appproximation
of a ∆0

1`α`1-measurable function F : N Ñ N: a function o as in Proposition 3.8
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but which takes values below η; the value η is not allowed, and so condition (iii) is
removed.

We would then hope that every DηpΣ
0
1q-measurable function F : N Ñ N has a

computable α-approximation with such a witness o. This is almost the case; since
we have to wait until we see an ordinal drop, the function o will not be defined on all
of ωăω but rather on a computable subset of ωăω which is dense and upwards-closed
in pωăω,ăαq. We study such functions in greater detail in [DGHTT].

We can now prove the effective Hausdorff-Kuratowski theorem.

Proof of Theorem 3.3. By Propositions 3.6 and 3.8, it suffices to show: if f : ωăω Ñ
N is a computable α-approximation of a function F : N Ñ N, then there is some
computable well-ordering η and some computable witness function o : ωăω Ñ η
satisfying (i) and (ii) of Proposition 3.8. By applying this to F “ 1A, it will follow
that A is Dη`1pΣ

0
αq (since o never takes value η, property (iii) is irrelevant).

Let T Ă ωăω consist of the empty sequence, together with the finite sequences σ
for which fpσq ‰ fpσ´q, where σ´ is the immediate predecessor of σ on the tree
pωăω,ďαq. As a subset of that tree, pT,ďαq is a tree as well. It is well-founded:
if xσiyiăω is an infinite path in T , then by TSP(1) and TSP(3), x “

Ť

i σi is an
element of Baire space and σi ăα x for all i; but then xfpσqyσăαx

does not stabilise
to F pxq, contrary to the assumption that f is an α-approximation of F .

Now let η be the Kleene-Brouwer ordering of T (also known as the Lusin-
Sierpiński ordering [Bro24, Kle55b, LS23], see [Mos09, 4A.4]). The identity function
is a computable rank function r : T Ñ η. Extend r to a function o : ωăω Ñ η by
letting opτq “ rpσq where σ is the longest ďα-predecessor of τ which is on T . �

3.2. Wadge’s Theorem. Let λ be a countable limit ordinal. Wadge described
how to construct all sets in the class ∆0

λ starting from the sets in ∆0
ăλ and closing

under the operation of taking separated unions.

Definition 3.10. A countable sequence of sets pAnqnPω is Σ0
ξ-separated if there is

a sequence pUnqnPω of pairwise disjoint Σ0
ξ sets with An Ď Un for all n.

Theorem 3.11 (Wadge). Let λ be a countable limit ordinal. The class ∆0
λ is the

smallest collection of sets which:

‚ Contains Σ0
ξ, for all ξ ă λ; and

‚ Is closed under unions of Σ0
ξ-separated sequences, for all ξ ă λ.

Remark 3.12. Wadge stated his theorem in terms of partitioned unions, in which
the pairwise disjoint Σ0

ξ sets of Definition 3.10 are required to form a partition

of N . Every Σ0
ξ-separated union is of course a Σ0

ξ`1-partitioned union, so for
Wadge’s theorem we may use either notion. The difference between seperated and
partitioned unions is important in the analysis of all Borel Wadge classes.

For our proof of Theorem 3.11, we require one last property of the true stages
machinery. As observed above, this property is a special feature of the development
of the machinery in [GT]. As with TSP(6), it reflects the fact that for limit λ,
xpλq ”T

À

αăλ x
pαq. Recall the notation introduced in the proof of Proposition 3.6:

|σ|α is the height of σ in the tree pωăω,ďαq.

TSP(9): Let λ ă ωck
1 be computable and limit. There is a computable and in-

creasing sequence xλky, cofinal in λ, such that for all σ P ωăω, letting
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k “ |σ|λ, then |σ|λk “ k, and for all τ P ωďω,

σ ďλ τ ðñ σ ďλk τ.

Proof of Theorem 3.11. Let C be the smallest collection of sets with the above
closure properties. An induction shows that C Ď ∆0

λ, so we will show the converse:
given an A P ∆0

λ, we will demonstrate that A P C. By working relative to an
appropriate oracle, we may assume that λ ă ωck

1 and A P ∆0
λ.

Since λ “ 1` λ, TSP(4) gives us two c.e. sets W0 and W1 such that A “ rW1s
ă
λ

and AA “ N zA “ rW0s
ă
λ . As in previous proofs, we may assume that W0 and W1

are disjoint and upwards closed in pωăω,ďλq.
Let T “ ωăωzpW0YW1q. Then pT,ďλq is a subtree of pωăω,ďλq. Further, since

rW0s
ă
λ Y rW1s

ă
λ “ N , T is well-founded (as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, this uses

TSP(1) and TSP(3)). Let r : T Ñ ω1 be a rank function for T .
We modify r to obtain a function s : ωăω Ñ ω1 as follows:

spσq “

#

rpσq ` 1, if σ P T ;

0, if σ R T .

For each σ P ωăω let Aσ “ A X rσsăλ . By induction on spσq, we will show that
Aσ P C. The result will then follow since A “ Axy. Let xλky be the sequence given
by TSP(9).

Suppose that spσq “ 0. If σ P W0 then Aσ “ H; if σ P W1 then Aσ “ rσs
ă
λ . In

either case, by TSP(9) and TSP(4), Aσ is Σ0
1`λk

where k “ |σ|λ, and so is in C.
Suppose that spσq ą 0, and thus σ P T . Let R be the collection of immediate

ăλ-extensions of σ. By the inductive hypothesis, Aτ P C for every τ P R. Let
k “ |σ|λ ` 1, so k “ |τ |λ for all τ P R. By TSP(9) (and TSP(4)), the sequence
xrτ săλ yτPR shows that xAτ yτPR is Σ0

1`λk
-separated. Hence Aσ “

Ť

τPRAτ is in C as
well. �

Note that we did not actually need the sets W0 and W1 to be c.e. In other words,
it was enough that A is pz, λq-clopen for some parameter z; we didn’t use the fact
that it is effectively pz, λq-clopen, i.e., ∆0

λpzq. Nevertheless, the proof can be made
entirely effective, and an effective version of Wadge’s theorem is true.

To state it, for a lightface class Γ and a computable ordinal ξ, let SUξpΓq be the
collection of unions of all sequences of sets which are uniformly in Γ and uniformly
Σ0
ξ-separated. For a computable limit ordinal λ define by induction on β ă ωck

1 the

lightface classes ISU
pβq
λ (iterated separated unions):

‚ ISU
pă0q
λ “ Σ0

ăλ “
Ť

ξăλ Σ0
ξ ;

‚ For β ą 0, ISU
păβq
λ “

Ť

γăβ ISU
pγq
λ ;

‚ ISU
pβq
λ “ SUăλpISU

păβq
λ q “

Ť

ξăλ SUξpISU
păβq
λ q.

Each class ISU
pβq
λ depends on a choice of computable copy of β; given such a copy,

we can give an effective enumeration of the class ISU
păβq
λ , so we can indeed speak

of a sequence of sets being uniformly in this class. The effective version of Wadge’s
theorem is:

Theorem 3.13. Let λ ă ωck
1 be a limit ordinal. Then

∆0
λ “ ISU

păωck
1 q

λ .
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The proof above effectivises; as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we can make r
a computable ranking function into a computable ordinal (by taking the Kleene-
Brouwer ordering on T ). Then, by effective transfinite recursion on T (from the

leaves to the root), we show that Aσ P ISU
pspσqq
λ , uniformly so.

4. Louveau and Saint-Raymond’s separation theorem

We begin by recalling Louveau and Saint-Raymond’s separation theorem.

Theorem 4.1 (Louveau & Saint-Raymond [LSR87]). Suppose that A P Σ0
1`ξ and

that B0 and B1 are disjoint Σ1
1 sets. Then at least one of the following holds:

‚ There is a continuous function f such that A “ f´1pB1q and AA “ f´1pB0q.
‚ There is a Σ0

1`ξ set U with B0 Ď U and B1 X U “ H.

In [LSR88], Louveau and Saint-Raymond extend this theorem by considering all
non-self-dual Borel Wadge class. Further, in that paper, the authors note that their
proof is sufficiently effective to yield the following:

Theorem 4.2. Fix ξ ă ωck
1 . Suppose that A P Σ0

1`ξ and that B0 and B1 are

disjoint Σ1
1 sets. Then at least one of the following holds:

‚ There is a continuous function f such that A “ f´1pB1q and AA “ f´1pB0q.
‚ There is a Σ0

1`ξp∆
1
1q set U with B0 Ď U and B1 X U “ H.

(Recall the notation Γp∆1
1q from Section 3.1.)

As usual, Theorem 4.2 implies Theorem 4.1 by relativisation. By taking A to be
a Σ0

1`ξ-complete set (which is therefore not Π0
1`ξ), Theorem 4.2 implies Louveau’s

celebrated separation theorem:

Theorem 4.3 ([Lou80]). Let ξ ă ωck
1 . If B0 and B1 are disjoint Σ1

1 sets and are
separated by some Σ0

1`ξ set, then they have a Σ0
1`ξp∆

1
1q separator.

The proof of Theorem 4.2 in [LSR88] relies on a technique of unravelling com-
plicated games into simpler ones. In [LSR87], before they introduce the technique,
the authors present a simpler proof of Theorem 4.2 for ξ “ 1 and ξ “ 2 in which a
closed game is directly defined without the need for unravelling. The proof we give
is a generalisation of this simpler technique to all countable ordinals ξ.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Fix computable trees T0, T1 such that for i “ 0, 1, Bi is the
projection of rTis: Bi “ ty : pDzq py, zq P rTisu. By TSP(4), fix a computable,
upwards closed W Ď ωăω such that rW săξ “ A.

We define a two player game, in which players I and II alternate turns. On
player I’s ith turn, they play xi P ω. On player II’s ith turn, they play pyi, ziq P ωˆω.
For our game, the set of runs in which player I wins will be an open set, so we will
explain how to determine partway through the game if player I has already won.

Suppose that n ą 0, player I has played x0, . . . , xn´1, while player II has played
py1, z1q, . . . , pyn, znq (it is convenient to begin the indexing for player II at 1 rather
than 0). So it is player I’s nth turn, but first we will determine if they have already
won. Let x “ px0, . . . , xn´1q P ω

ăω. Then x has an opinion as to whether the
real x which player I is building will be in A: the opinion is determined by whether
x P W or not. Whichever it is, player II is responsible for building a real y in B0

or B1, as appropriate, and also a z which witnesses y’s membership. However, we
will only ask player II to make progress on constructing z at those stages which
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appear ξ-true at the current stage and which share this opinion about x. This is
made precise in the following.

Define a set of indices F as follows:

‚ If x PW , let F “ ti P t1, . . . , nu : xæ i ďξ x & xæ i PW u;
‚ If x RW , let F “ ti P t1, . . . , nu : xæ i ďξ xu.

Note that n P F . Also note that since W is upwards closed in pωăω,ďξq, if x R W
then xæ i RW for all i P F .

Enumerate F as F “ ta0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ak´1u, so k ě 1. Let y “ py1, . . . , ykq and
z “ pza0 , . . . , zak´1

q, observing the difference in the subscripts: for z, we only collect
the numbers played by player II in response to initial segments of x which appear
to be correct.

We declare that player I wins if:

‚ x PW and py, zq R T1; or
‚ x RW and py, zq R T0.

Otherwise, the game continues. If the game continues for ω many turns, then
player II wins.

As this is an open/closed game, it is determined.

Claim 4.2.1. If player II has a winning strategy in the game, then there is a con-
tinuous function reducing pAA, Aq to pB0, B1q.

Proof. Suppose that S is a winning strategy for player II. For x P N , let y, z P N
be the sequences generated by player II when player I plays x and player II plays
according to S. We claim that x ÞÑ y is our desired continuous reduction.

If x P A, let a0 ă a1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ enumerate those a ă ω with xæa ďξ x and xæa PW .
Let v “ pza0 , za1 , . . . q. Then for each k, since player II had not lost at the start of
player I’s ak

th turn, pyæk, vækq P T1. So py, vq P rT1s, and thus y P B1 as desired.
If x R A, let a0 ă a1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ enumerate those a ă ω with x æ a ďξ x; note that

xæa RW for such a. The same argument shows that y P B0, as desired. �

Now suppose instead that player I has a winning strategy S in the game. In
the rest of the proof, we show how to use S to construct a Σ0

1`ξpSq separator
between B0 and B1. Since the game is open for player I, there is a hyperarithmetic
winning strategy S, so the separator can be taken to be Σ0

1`ξp∆
1
1q as required.

For y P N and σ P ωăω, let Spy, σq be the sequence px0, . . . , xnq which results
from player I playing according to S and player II playing py æ |σ|, σq. Note that
|Spy, σq| “ |σ| ` 1. It will be notationally convenient to posit the existence of a
string π with |π| “ ´1 and Spy, πq “ xy.

Roughly, the idea is the following. Given y, we need to decide on which side
of the separator we put it (on the B0 side or the B1 side). We put it on the B0

side if there is some “credible” σ for which Spy, σq P W . We need to ensure that
if there is such σ then y R B1 (and similarly, if there is no such σ, then y R B0).
The argument for contradiction will be that if y P B1, say py, zq P rT1s, then we
can start from σ and use z to defeat S. To do this, we will define a sequence
σ0, σ1, . . . such that for each i, after player I’s response to our play of py, σiq, we
can play zi and continue to the next σi`1. The notion of credibility of a sequence,
which also allows us to continue the inductive construction, is that of a “strongly
ξ-correct” sequence (Definition 4.2.3). The complexity of the separator depends on
the complexity of this notion of correctness, which is computed in Claim 4.2.5. The
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heart of the argument is Claim 4.2.6, which ensures that we can take another step
in the construction we outlined.

We will use the strategy S to pull back the true stage relations onto strings σ,
which we think of as potential second coordinates for player II to play along a given
real y.

Definition 4.2.2. Let α ď ξ and y P N . For σ, τ P ωăω Y tπu, we write σ Ĳyα τ
when σ ď τ and Spy, σq ďα Spy, τq.

We will now define a sort of absolutely true stage for these new relations, mod-
erated by the need to avoid letting player I win.

Definition 4.2.3. For y P ωω, σ P ωăω Y tπu and α ď ξ, we define what it means
for σ to be α-correct or strongly α-correct for y.

‚ σ is 0-correct for y if in the partial play of the game where player II plays
pyæ|σ|, σq and player I plays according to S, player I has not yet won.

‚ σ is pα ` 1q-correct for y if it is strongly α-correct for y, and for every
τ İyα σ which is strongly α-correct for y, τ İyα`1 σ.

‚ For λ a limit, σ is λ-correct for y if it is β-correct for y for all β ă λ.
‚ σ is strongly α-correct for y if for every τ Ĳyα σ, τ is α-correct for y.

Claim 4.2.4. Let y P N , α ď ξ, and σ P ωăω Y tπu.

(a) If σ is strongly α-correct for y, then it is α-correct for y.
(b) σ is strongly 0-correct for y if and only if it is 0-correct for y.
(c) If σ is α-correct for y, then it is strongly β-correct for y for every β ă α.
(d) If σ is strongly α-correct for y, then every ρ Ĳyα σ is strongly α-correct

for y.
(e) If σ ď τ and both σ and τ are α-correct for y, then σ Ĳyα τ .
(f) π is strongly α-correct for y.

Proof. (a) follows from the relations ďα (and thus Ĳyα) being reflexive. (b) holds
because once player I wins, the game ends. (c) is by induction on α. (d) follows
from the transitivity of ďα (and thus of Ĳyα). (e) is proved by induction on α. (f)
follows from xy ďα σ for all σ (TSP(2)). �

Note that (d) and (e) of Claim 4.2.4 together imply that if σ is strongly α-correct
for y, then for all ρ ď σ, ρ Ĳyα σ if and only if ρ is strongly α-correct for y if and
only if ρ is α-correct for y.

Claim 4.2.5. Let α ď ξ. The relations “σ is α-correct for y” and “σ is strongly
α-correct for y” are:

(i) ∆0
1pSq if α “ 0;

(ii) Π0
αpSq if 0 ă α ă ω;

(iii) ∆0
αpSq for limit α; and

(iv) Π0
α´1pSq if α ą ω is a successor.

Proof. We prove this by induction on α. Technically, of course, this is an instance
of effective transfinite recursion: for the limit case, we need the relations to be
uniformly in their classes. For every α, the complexity of the strong relation follows
from the complexity of “σ is α-correct for y” by the fact that the relations ďα are
uniformly computable (TSP(8)).
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All cases are immediate, except for the limit case (iii). Suppose that λ ď ξ is a
limit ordinal. We use TSP(9); let xλky be given by that property.

Given y and σ, let k “ |Spy, σq|λ. We claim that σ is λ-correct for y if and only
if it is strongly λk-correct for y. One direction follows from Claim 4.2.4(c). For
the other direction, suppose that σ is strongly λk-correct for y. By induction on
β P rλk, λs, we can show that every ρ Ĳyλk σ is strongly β-correct for y.

This is mostly chasing the definitions, using Claim 4.2.4. The main point is that
for all ρ Ĳyλk σ we have |Spy, ρq|λk “ |Spy, ρq|λ ď k, and so for all τ , if ρ Ĳyβ τ then

ρ Ĳyλ τ , and so ρ Ĳyβ`1 τ . �

Claim 4.2.6. Let y P N and α ď ξ. Suppose that ρ P ωăωYtπu is strongly α-correct
for y. If σ is a one-element extension of ρ which is 0-correct for y, then there exists
an τ ě σ which is strongly α-correct for y.

For the purposes of this claim, the empty sequence is a one-element extension
of π.

Proof. The argument is by induction on α. For α “ 0 we can take τ “ σ
(Claim 4.2.4(b)).

For the successor case, we use TSP(7). Suppose that the lemma holds for α ă ξ,
and suppose that ρ is strongly pα ` 1q-correct for y. Let pα be given by TSP(7).
For brevity, we will write ppηq in place of pαpSpy, ηqq. By induction, there are
τ ě σ which are strongly α-correct for y. Amongst those τ , choose one to minimize
ppτq. We claim that this τ is strongly pα ` 1q-correct for y. Note that since ρ is
pα ` 1q-correct for y and τ is strongly α-correct for y, ρ Ĳyα τ (by Claim 4.2.4(e))
and so ρ Ĳyα`1 τ (by Definition 4.2.3).

We must show that every ν Ĳyα`1 τ is pα`1q-correct for y. If ν ă σ, then ν ď ρ;
since ďα`1 is a tree (TSP(2)), ν Ĳyα`1 ρ. As ρ is strongly pα ` 1q-correct for y, ν
is pα` 1q-correct for y. So we may assume that σ ď ν.

We need to show that for every η İyα ν which is strongly α-correct for y, it
is the case that ν Ĳyα`1 η. By TSP(7), since ν Ĳyα`1 τ , ppνq ď ppτq. As η is
strongly α-correct for y, for every η1 with ν Ĳyα η1 Ĳyα η, η1 is strongly α-correct
for y (Claim 4.2.4(d)). Thus such η1 was a candidate for τ , so ppτq ď ppη1q, and
thus ppνq ď ppη1q. By TSP(7) again, ν Ĳyα`1 η.

For α a limit, we again use TSP(9). Let xαky be a cofinal sequence in α supplied
by that property; let k “ |Spy, ρq|α ` 1. By induction, there is some τ ě σ which
is strongly αk-correct for y. Among such τ , fix one minimal with respect to Ĳyαk .
So ν Ÿyαk τ implies ν Ĳyαk ρ. Since |Spy, νq|αk “ |Spy, νq|α for all ν Ĳyαk ρ, we
conclude that |Spy, τq|α “ k. Hence, for all η, if τ Ĳyαk η then τ Ĳyα η. As ρ is
strongly α-correct for y, this suffices to show, by induction, on β P rαk, αs, that τ
is strongly β-correct for y. �

We are now ready to define a separator U .

U “ ty : there is some σ P ωăω, strongly ξ-correct for y, with Spy, σq PW u.

By Claim 4.2.5, the set U is Σ0
1`ξpSq. We need to show that B0 Ď U and B1 Ď U A.

Suppose, for a contradition, that there is some y P UXB1. Fix v “ pv0, v1, . . . q P
N such that py, vq P rT1s. We define a sequence σ0 ă σ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ of sequences which
together with y will give a play for II which defeats the strategy S. We ensure that:

(i) Each σi is strongly ξ-correct for y;
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(ii) σi`1p|σi|q “ vi; and
(iii) for each i,

tρ P ωăω : ρ Ĳyξ σi & Spy, ρq PW u “ tσj : j ď iu.

For σ0, we choose some sequence witnessing that y P U , minimal such; so for all
ρŸyξ σ0 in ωăω we have Spy, ρq RW . Note that σ0 ‰ π. Suppose that σi has been
chosen. We then consider τ “ σi v̂i; we wish to show that τ is 0-correct for y, i.e.,
that player I does not win in response to py æ |τ |, τq. Since σi is ξ-correct for y, it
is 0-correct for y; player I has not won after we play py æ |σi|, σiq. After playing
py æ |τ |, τq, by (iii) above, the set F of indices used to assess whether I wins is
t|σj |`1 : j ď iu and so the corresponding z is væpi` 1q. Since pyæpi` 1q, zq P T1,
τ is 0-correct for y as required.

We can therefore appeal to Claim 4.2.6. We choose σi`1 as given by the claim,
of minimal length. This ensures (iii) for i ` 1 (we use the fact that W is upwards
closed in pωăω,ďξq).

The other case, that y P B0zU , is almost identical. In this case we will have

tρ P ωăω : ρ Ĳyξ σiu “ tσj : j ď iu.

The empty sequence is 0-correct for y, and so by Claim 4.2.6 and Claim 4.2.4(f),
there is some σ P ωăω which is strongly ξ-correct for y. We start with σ0 being
such a string of minimal length (again σ0 ‰ π). �

As mentioned, Theorem 4.2 holds not just for the classes Σ0
1`ξ, but for any non-

self-dual Borel Wadge class, and our methods can be used to show this. From that,
as in [LSR88], we can obtain Louveau separation for all non-self-dual Borel Wadge
classes. The requirement ξ ă ωck

1 is replaced by the requirement that the Wadge
class must have a ∆1

1 name. Of course, some care must be taken in defining what
a name for a Wadge class is, and what the corresponding lightface class is. See the
companion paper [DGHTT] for further details.

4.1. Reverse mathematics. As mentioned in the introduction, the proofs we gave
are sufficiently effective so that they can be made within the system ATR0 of reverse
mathematics. This is in some sense the weakest system which allows a meaningful
development of Borel sets ([Sim99, Ch.V]). The main point is that the true stages
machinery is effective, and so can be defined in ATR0 and all of its properties are
provable in ATR0. Thus:

Theorem 4.4. Louveau’s separation theorem (Theorem 4.3) is provable in ATR0.

We remark that in contrast, Louveau’s original proof in [Lou80], which is the
proof which appears in standard texts such as [Sac90] or [Mil95], appears to require
the stronger system Π1

1-CA0.
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